34:2                        COMPLETE   SPECIFICATIONS.
22. A Facing of Mortar, consisting of one part of cement (by measure) to two parts of sand, shall be put in next to the molds, for all Portland cement concrete work for piers, abut-              "            i
ments, arches, wing walls, parapet walls, and any other places                           |
where'directed by the engineer in charge, to form a finish for                           I
all such parts of the above classes of work as are to be exposed .                       y
to the weather, or which are liable to become so exposed.    A                          j
similar facing shall be used for the top surface of all concrete                          *<
masonry not finished with granitoid work, and such surfaces                          |
shall be finished in the style of sidewalk work.                                     .             \
It is not intended to use such a facing on the backs of abut-                         f '
ments or wing walls, against which earth filling is to be placed,                         \
and where the same must necessarily be maintained, but the                         /
same shall be used for the faces and for the upper twelve inches                         I
on the backs of all wing walls,- for the backs of parapet walls,                         I
for the intrados of all arch work, and as a plastering on the out-                         \
side of the same, and in all such places where the washing away                        |
of earth may expose concrete work to the action of the weather.                         '
It is not intended! to use such facing for any copings, bridge-                         *
seats, parapets, etc., which are to be of granitoid construction.                         *
The exact thickness of one and one-half inch for this facing                        f
shall be secured in the following manner:   A piece of sheet                        \
iron six inches in width (the height of one course of concrete),                        jj|
and of any convenient length, say from six feet upwards, hav-                        r
irig small angle irons, the projecting leg of which shall be one                        j<
and one-half inches in width riveted to its face, at intervals of about two feet, and provided with handles standing above the upper edge at or near each end, shall be furnished by the contractor for use at each piece of work where necessary. This piece of iron plate, if placed with the projecting angles against                        '
the face of the mold, will leave a space of one and one-half                       ;
inches between it and the mold.    This space shall be filled with                       r
the mortar required for the facing, which mortar shall be mixed           >
in small batches from time to time as needed for the work.                       \
When the space between the iron plate and the mold is filled                       |
and tamped with a shovel or other tool to insure complete filling                       \
of the whole space between the iron plate and the face of the mold, and when the layer of ordinary concrete is backed up against this iron plate, it is to be withdrawn by means of the handles and the whole mass of concrete rammed in one uniform layer. The Inspector shall see that the space of one and one                       '£.
half inches is entirely filled with the mortar, which should be of a consistency so that it will flow somewhat freely. At the                         ''
same time this mortar must not be made so thin that the crushed stone may be forced through it in the process of ramming. By using the mold in the manner above described, the face of each

